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Statement by the
Chairman of the Board
of Directors
Ladies and Gentlemen,

In 2005, SPP a. s. again demonstrated its ability to adapt itself to a fast-
changing environment mainly driven by the full implementation of the
new Slovak energy legislation  and by the unfavourable oil price develop-
ment, the factors resulting in increased competition, a strengthened reg-
ulation and a new organisation of the market.

From 1st January 2005, the natural gas market was fully opened in Slo-
vakia, with the exception of households: meaning that 72% of the market
is now open to competition. Additionally, in 2005 SPP a. s. had to face a
huge rise in gas purchase prices, which are indexed on oil prices. In the
course of the year the Network Industries Regulatory Office (ÚRSO)
accepted two natural gas selling price increases (as of 1st October 2005
and as of 1st January 2006) to compensate for this rise. This resulted in
increased pressure for SPP a. s. to maintain the level of gas volumes sold in
competition mainly with other fuels and the connection of new cus-
tomers.

At the beginning of April 2005, the gas market rules which govern the
functioning of the market were issued by ÚRSO. At the beginning of July
2005 the Regulatory Office also published a ruling that describes princi-
ples for setting the prices of all regulated activities of SPP a. s. for the new
regulatory period (from 1st January 2006). As a main consequence, the
negotiations held with ÚRSO during the second half of the year led to a
drop in tariffs for transmission activities, as well as a drop of tariffs for dis-
tribution.

Last but not least, the Slovak Government approved in October a new
unbundled structure for SPP a. s. which will take effect from 1st July 2006.
SPP a. s. will create two independent network operators for both transmis-
sion and distribution activities. SPP a. s. has already prepared its internal
structure for such a fundamental reorganisation in 2005.

In 2005, SPP a. s. proved its ability to react and be ready for this new chal-
lenging energy world by improving its customer orientation and its effi-
ciency. A lot of work has been done in order to launch the new Customer
Information System, to set up a Call Centre in Košice and to create a new
billing section in Zvolen. All of these projects are being designed to enable
better communication between SPP a. s. and its customers. SPP a. s. also
continued its in-depth revision of all the processes of the company to
achieve increased productivity. In addition, SPP a. s. stressed its efforts on
the renovation and modernization of gas processing installations to reach
a higher level of reliability and availability of its services.



One of the results of the efforts developed by SPP a. s. in 2005 is also shown
through the financial performance of the company: SPP a. s. achieved satisfac-
tory operating results with total operating revenues increasing by 16% to SKK
91.4 billion, mainly in relation to the increase in gas selling prices mirroring the
dramatic increase in oil prices, with a slight decrease (- 4.6%) of net income
totalling to SKK 20.6 billion, making SPP a. s. again the strongest contributor
to the State budget of the Slovak Republic in 2005. It must be stressed that
the careful financial management as well as the in-depth restructuring of the
company were rewarded by the international rating agencies Fitch and
Moody's, which raised their rating in October from BBB+ to A and from Baa2
to A2 respectively.

There is no doubt that 2006 will again be a very challenging year with the
effective implementation of the unbundling and very uncertain prices on the
energy markets. Moreover in 2006, we will celebrate with its customers and
its business partners the 150th jubilee of the gas industry in Slovakia. SPP a. s.
has a long history behind it which represents a strong basis for development
and services to customers. Because tradition does not mean stagnation, SPP
a. s. knows that it can rely on the professionalism of its employees and on
their growing sense of responsibility and autonomy in this fast-changing
world in order to maintain the position of the group as a key player of the na-
tural gas industry in Central Europe.

Ing. Philippe Boucly
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Statement by the 
General Director
Ladies and Gentlemen,

We submit for your attention the report on activities carried out by the
joint-stock-company Slovenský plynárenský priemysel a. s. in 2005.

During the previous year we have maintained the implementation of the
ProgRes project - SPP a. s. restructuring and development programme. The
main theme of this programme has been the focus on increased efficien-
cy of all activities carried out by the company, with the follow-up reduc-
tion of costs and better services provided to both internal, as well as exter-
nal, customers. The divisions - Transmission, Distribution and Services
were reorganised, which was accompanied by the establishment of a new
Assets Division. With the intention of further optimisation of processes,
core business orientation, as well as the social side-effects of said develop-
ment, the company sold off its engineering subsidiary in Žilina. At the
same time, we have continued with the implementation of the main
ProgRes subprojects - Customer Information System, Distribution infor-
mation System, and the project Assets and Workflow Management. More-
over, we have commissioned an important part of the new Customer
Information System - the billing module, and by the end of the year we
had also launched a trial operation of a Customer Hotline for phone con-
tact with customers from all over Slovakia.

During the previous calendar year principal changes were introduced in
gas legislation: on top of the new Energy Law, as of January 2005, the
amended Law on Regulation also came into effect, accompanied in the

beginning of July by a new Decree of the Network Industries Regulatory
Office on Price Regulation, applicable for the next regulatory period. In
spring 2005 the new Gas Market Rules came into effect. Anticipating the
upcoming legal unbundling of transmission and distribution from the par-
ent company SPP a. s. taking place during 2006, we have prepared condi-
tions for the operation of the newly created subsidiaries and SPP a. s. on
the liberalised energy market as per the European Union legislation and
the new laws of the Slovak Republic.

During the previous period on the world-wide level, the gas market has
been dramatically affected by the prices of natural gas, and Slovakia was
no exception. We have transported 81.3 billion m3 of natural gas through
the Transmission System, supplying 6.3 billion m3 of natural gas to domes-
tic customers. The business operations over 2005 attained a net profit of
SKK 20.6 billion.

In 2005 the term of office for members of the SPP a. s. Supervisory Board,
elected by employees, expired, and the new members were elected and
installed. Personnel changes also took place within the Board of Directors.
SPP a. s. has been fully meeting its obligations stipulated in the Collective
Agreement, and in order to improve the working and social environment,
the company has carried out an employees' opinion survey to find out the
strengths and weaknesses in its operations. The survey results should help
the company to adopt appropriate measures that would improve the
quality of SPP's operations in the near future.

In the sphere of ecology too SPP a. s. has not been indifferent. We have
quite significantly contributed to more healthy air in the Slovak capital
city - Bratislava - through the construction of an additional CNG (Com-
pressed Natural Gas) filling station as an alternative fuelling location used
for the operation of buses involved in the municipal public transportation
system. The station was officially commissioned at the beginning of 2006.



Traditionally SPP a. s. feels drawn to give special attention to community serv-
ice activities. Whether through its own sources or together with SPP Founda-
tion, we have implemented several particular projects, which include, among
others; contributions to the programme of the Slovak cultural monuments
renovation, several projects of a humanitarian-charity nature, and our almost
kinship-like co-operation with the Slovak Paralympics sportsmen, many of
which are extremely hard-working and successful sportsmen.

Finally, let me express my gratitude to the customers, business partners, part-
nership organisations as well as employees and all colleagues for the co-oper-
ation and trust they have vested in our company. We respect them and we
appreciate the effective partnerships we have with them. We are grateful for
the work that has been done, for the ideas, and positive response as well as
their constructive criticism which helps us to progress.

Let me share with you my conviction that the results achieved in 2005 have
confirmed the validity of the changes that have been introduced, which will
become a corner stone of the future progress of the company, strengthening
its position on the domestic natural gas market as well as the foreign market.

Ing. Miroslav Lapuník
General Director
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SPP a. s. Board of Directors as at 31. 12. 2005

Ing. Philippe Boucly
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Ing. Štefan  Czucz
Vice-chairman of the 
Board of Directors 

Ing. Juraj Horváth

Members of the Board of Directors:

Ing. Rastislav Kupka Ing. Jan Massmann Dipl. economist 
Bernd Wagner
as of 1. 3. 2005

Ing. Robert Zadora
as of 1. 3. 2005

Ing. Jean 
François Carriere
until 28. 2. 2005

Changes in 2006:

Ing. Miloš Kyselica replaced
Ing. Rastislava Kupka
as of 16. 1. 2006

Dr. Ulrich Schöler
Chairman of the Board
of Directors until 28. 2. 2005
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SPP a. s. Supervisory Board as at 31. 12. 2005 

Prof. Ing. Peter Baláž, PhD.
Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Ing. Ulrich Schöler
Vice-chairman of the Supervisory Board as of 1. 7. 2005
Ing. Jacques Deyirmendjian
Vice-chairman of the Supervisory Board until 30. 6. 2005

Alena Bakanová
as of 18. 5. 2005

Ing. Pavol Hric

Mgr. Július Kázsmér
as of 18. 5. 2005

Ing. Jozef Kojda

Ing. Peter Kováč

Ing. Rudolf Kvetán

Ing. Eva Michalová

Doc. Ing. Nikolaj
Ponevský, PhD.

József Solymos

Ing. Richard Vadkerty
as of 18. 5. 2005

Members as at 31. 12. 2005:

RNDr. Miloslav Jelenský replaced
Prof. Ing. Peter Baláž, PhD.
as of 16. 1. 2006

Mgr. Juraj Krišťák replaced
Doc. Ing. Nikolaj Ponevský, PhD.
as of 16. 1. 2006

PaeDr. Jaroslav Suchý replaced 
Ing. Rudolf Kvetán 
as of 16. 1. 2006

Changes in 2006:

Ing. Július Kolesár

Ing. Peter Staňa

Ing. Jozef Titka

Members until 17. 5. 2005:



SPP a. s. Top Executive Management as at 31. 12. 2005

Ing. Miroslav Lapuník
General Director

Ing. Rastislav Bráblik
Assets 
Division director 

Ing. Libor Briška      
Economics and Finance
Division director

Ing. Stanislav Hodek 
Information Technology
Division director

Ing. Pavol Janočko 
Transmission
Division director

Ing. Kazimír Kmeť, CSc.
Distribution
Division director

Ing. Vladimír Kostelný
Director of the Division
of Services and Central
Functions 

JUDr. Viera Ottová
Human Resources
Division director

Ing. Dušan Randuška, MBA
Gas Trade Division director
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The core businesses of SPP a. s. are the following activities:

purchase and sale of natural gas

transmission, distribution and treatment 
of natural gas, and its delivery to customers

international transmission of natural gas

SPP a. s. safeguards the uninterrupted and secure distribution and deli-
very of natural gas to domestic customers, and the reliable transmission
of natural gas from the Ukrainian border to European market.

Business Activities  
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The year 2005 was marked by changes of the corporate structure and processes
in order to match the requirements of the new Energy Law. The natural gas mar-
ket has been gradually opening, which created a competitive environment for
the trading of natural gas for all customers except households.The company fol-
lowed the restructuring path, focusing on better transparency and improvement
of all processes in order to prepare SPP a. s. for the liberalised energy market
environment.

In 2005 the company recorded revenues totalling SKK 93.0 billion, which is an
annual increase of SKK 12.3 billion.The achieved amount of operating revenues of
SKK 91.4 billion reflects the development trends and the changing energy market
environment. However, USD to SKK and EUR to SKK exchange rates contributed
to an unfavourable trend with an adverse impact on operating revenues.

The amount of revenues from financial activities, totalling SKK 1.6 billion, was
affected by income interest amounting to SKK 0.6 billion, and the foreign
exchange gains which totalled SKK 0.1 billion. Other revenues from financing
activities (dividends and interest) reached SKK 0.7 billion, and the hedging of
exchange rate risks totalled SKK 0.2 billion.
Compared to the previous year, financial revenues dropped by SKK 0.7 billion.

In order to achieve these results the company spent SKK 67.4 billion of total costs
(not including income tax), SKK 13.9 billion more than the previous year.
From total costs the major share was comprised of operating costs, which
amounted to SKK 66.4 billion. The major components of this were the purchase
costs of natural gas, and the purchase of natural gas for compensation of losses
from the transit system,other consumed purchases,the creation of provisions for
liabilities, provisions for assets and the depreciation of tangible and intangible
fixed assets.

Financial costs remained at the same level as in the previous year, and totalled
SKK 1.0 billion. The total volume of financial costs was affected by exchange rate

losses of SKK 0.4 billion, the provision on financial assets totalling to SKK
0.3 billion, and hedging of exchange rate risks worth SKK 0.2 billion.

During fiscal year 2005 SPP a. s. achieved profit before tax of SKK 25.6 billion,
which shrunk compared to the previous year by SKK 1.6 billion. Despite this, the
financial results confirms that the company retains overall stability.

The total tax obligation incurred on ordinary and extraordinary income, including
tax charges and reversals, amounted to SKK 5.0 billion, of which payable tax was
SKK 5.0 billion. Profit after taxation reached the amount of SKK 20.6 billion, SKK
1.0 billion less than last year.

Economic & Financial Highlights 
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The total net assets of the company (i.e. reduced by accumulated depreciation and provi-
sions), as of the date of the balance sheet, amount to SKK 98.0 billion and have dropped by
SKK 6.1 billion (index 0.94) when compared with the starting reference date.

Non-current assets with a net book value of SKK 54.6 billion (acquisition cost SKK 113.3 billion)
were formed by tangible and intangible fixed assets (including assets under construction
and advance payments for assets) and financial investments.The measure of wear on tangi-
ble and intangible fixed assets is expressed by accumulated depreciacion and provisions
in the amount of SKK 58.3 billion;net realisable value of financial investments was expressed
by the provision of SKK 0.4 billion.

The share of the non-current assets in total assets was 55.7 %. The value of tangible fixed
assets, expressed in acquisition cost grew by SKK 1.3 billion, while accumulated depreciation
grew by SKK 3.2 billion.The wear of the tangible fixed assets reached 53.7 % (index 1.06).
Capital expenditures were directed mainly to the development and refurbishment of trans-
mission, distribution, and local networks, gas installations and purchase acquisitions.
By the end of 2005 current assets, consisting of financial assets, inventories and receivables
amounted to a net value of SKK 43.4 billion, and constituted 44.3 % of the company's assets.

The shareholder's equity that was formed by share capital, by the legal reserve fund, capital
funds and net income from the current period, amounted to SKK 83.0 billion, representing
84.7% of the equity and liabilities value of the company. Compared to the previous year
shareholder's equity grew by SKK 0.9 billion.

Registered capital of the company, representing the share capital registered in the corporate
registry, reached the amount of SKK 52.3 billion. This is composed of 52 287 322 registered
shares,at a nominal value of SKK 1.000 per share.The structure of shareholders as of Decem-
ber 31, 2005 was as follows:

National Property Fund  (Slovak Republic) 26 666 536 shares 51.0 %
Slovak Gas Holding B.V 25 620 786 shares 49.0 %

The legal reserve fund of the company,as of the balance sheet date,was SKK 9.8 billion.Total
liabilities amounted to SKK 14.0 billion; when compared to the initial volume, it has dropped
by SKK 7.9 billion.The key items of the liabilities were provisions totalling SKK 5.0 billion, and
short-term liabilities totalling SKK 9.0 billion. Compared to the previous year total accrued
and deferred items - other liabilities grew by SKK 1.0 billion.

Capital Structure

54.6 bn. / 55.7 %      43.4 bn. / 44.3%

2005 Non-current assets

Current assets

Other assets
56.7 bn. / 54.5 %   47.4 bn./ 45.5 %

2004

2003
58.9 bn. / 53.8 %                                 50.5 bn. / 46.1 %       0.1 bn. / 0.1 %

2005 Equity

Total liabilities

Other liabilities
      82.1 bn.  / 78.9 %   22.0 bn. / 21.1 %

2004

2003
          78.8 bn.  / 72 %                         30.5 bn./ 27.9 %        0.2 bn./ 0.1 %

83.0 bn.  / 84.7 %         14.0  bn./ 14.3 %       1.0 bn. / 1.0 %

Comparison of the structure of funds (in SKK billion)Comparison of the structure of assets (in SKK billion)
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The Gas Trade Division is one of the three core divisions within the organ-
isational structure of SPP a. s. The mission of the Gas Trade Division for the
forthcoming years is to remain the Slovak leader in natural gas sales; to
foresee, and to proactively influence and satisfy the needs of our cus-
tomers while continuously improving and providing the adequate offer of
products and services to the customer, and thus increase the added-value
we thereby provide.

Encouragement of the customer-orientation as part of the changing cor-
porate culture is the main qualification for keeping the position of the
Natural Gas Trade Division as a key gas trader in the Slovak Republic.
Results that we have achieved in trading with gas during the previous
period, together with the feedback from customers and employees, were
used as inputs for planning individual activities focused on meeting 2005
targets, and thus fulfilling the mission assigned to the division.

The purpose of all activities carried out in 2005, the year of introduction of
new gas legislation, was to get closer to the customer, and to offer individ-
ual customer segments differentiated services, properly combining cus-
tomer expectations and needs with the company's capacity to render
such services effectively.

One of the difficult steps adopted during the year 2005 was the imple-
mentation of the new billing system. We believe that the new, more
sophisticated system will meet the objectives stipulated at the time of its
introduction, focusing on more efficient customer services.

During the last year customer care has been focused mainly on improving
customer satisfaction, enhancing quality and level of communication, and
increasing customers' awareness of SPP a. s., regarding the offered deve-
loping portfolio of products and services, on news in the field of energy
legislation as well as innovations in the field of natural gas-based
technologies.

Sale of Natural Gas

The continuing priority of SPP a. s. has been the reliable supply of natural
gas to all its customers. Total sales of natural gas in 2005 have experi-
enced a slight decline. In the medium-term horizon the shrinking natural
gas sales have been affected by a newly adopted path of rationalisation
and energy-saving measures intended to improve energy efficiency.

While large consumers consumed 4.2 % less natural gas compared to the
previous year, households cut their consumption in total by 4.6 %. This
rationalisation is required mainly from a macroeconomic viewpoint, since
Slovakia exceeds EU's energy intensity average. With growing prices, in
order to reduce energy costs some consumers switched to alternative
fuels (e.g. wood, coal). This trend is especially apparent in regions with
weaker performing economies. However, with the growing economy and
higher living standard one can expect a return by these consumers to nat-
ural gas, which provides better user comfort. On the contrary, higher sales
of 10.8% have been recorded in a small consumers segment due to lower
outside temperatures compared to the previous year.

Natural Gas Trade



The new legislation in Slovakia that shapes the open gas market, applicable
as of the beginning of 2005, introduces new rules based on which the Gas
Trade Division became one of several players operating on the gas market
with equal rights as other potential natural gas suppliers establishing their
businesses in the Slovak Republic. According to this legislation, as of the
beginning of 2005, all consumers, save households, may choose their gas sup-
plier.

The better macroeconomic environment and acceleration of the economy
will be followed by the acquisition of new customers.

In order to safeguard uninterrupted natural gas deliveries to its consumers
throughout the whole year, SPP a. s. uses underground storage facilities. SPP
a. s. rents storage capacity with a total volume of approximately 2 billion m3

from three different companies. SPP a. s. has used the ordered storage capac-
ity in underground storage facilities for the winter season 2004/2005 to its
full extent. The company uses natural gas stored in underground storage
facilities for covering the higher needs in natural gas during the winter pe-
riod, or for flexible compensation of natural gas under-deliveries due to daily
quantity reductions on the side of the gas suppliers.
During the 2005, both injections, as well as withdrawals, of natural gas from
underground storage facilities went smoothly, in accordance with SPP a. s.
needs.

Natural Gas Sales

Volumes (in million m3) in 2005 Number of consumers in 2005

Large consumers 4 070 4 713

Small consumers 516 51 786

Households 1 732 1 385 238

Total 6 318 1 441 737
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Sales of compressed natural gas as an alternative fuel for cars

SPP a. s. has been supporting the use of compressed natural gas (CNG) for
fuelling cars for quite a while. This segment has been exerting growth for
some time already, and although it represents only a small share in total
revenues from natural gas sales, it is an important environmental-friend-
ly factor in larger cities. Compared to other fossil fuels natural gas has sig-
nificiant advantage. During its combustion it generates the least quantity
of harmful substances while at the same time producing comparable
energy performance. These attributes are used in the case of CNG in the
automotive industry - its use for fuelling cars does not generate mechan-
ical impurities, the fuel does not smell, the car produces 60-80% less
gaseous emissions, the engine runs more quietly, and the vehicle's service
life is longer.

Legend:

BRATISLAVA - SPP a. s., Prístavná ulica

BRATISLAVA - DPB a. s., Jurajov Dvor

NITRA - SAD Nitra, Štúrova 22

ZVOLEN - SAD Zvolen, Balkán 53

POPRAD - SPP a. s., Hodžova ulica

KOŠICE - Dopravný podnik, Košice 

MICHALOVCE - SPP a. s., Plynárenská ulica

CNG filling stations:



Customer care and marketing activities

In order to improve the efficiency of our core business domains, in 2005
activities of sales and customer care were channelled through three sec-
tions providing differentiated services to individual customer segments
with the following make-up:

- Key Account Customers 
- Commercial Market and Municipalities 
- Mass Market and Small Consumers 

The services provided to another two customer segments were chan-
nelled through staff in 4 regional centres and 55 customer centres, thus
ensuring even distribution throughout Slovakia.

�

�

Region East 

Region South

Region North

Region West

Regional Centre

Customer Centre

Customer Centres:

Marketing
brochures
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The key project in 2005 was the implementation of the new Customer Infor-
mation System, which will be used in the future for natural gas billing while
at the same time creating basic prerequisites for the flexibility and customer
friendliness in this field. This project includes a subproject - implementation of
the SAP IS-U system, which covers centralised accounting and billing, man-
agement of payments, processing of receivables, customer care, administra-
tion of hardware and assignments. The implementation of the system in 2005
and beginning of 2006, was carried out in the framework of the respective
project for all customer segments.

By putting individual segments step by step into operation, the company
gradually replaced the old information system. The new system, involving the
centralisation of the billing procedure through the processing of payments
and the provision of services that covers all customers, succeeds in accommo-
dating organisational changes as well. Moreover, in 2006 SPP a. s. plans to
introduce the new customer information system to the segment of large con-
sumers.

The Customer Information System also allowed SPP a. s. to implement a new
tool for services and communication with clients - the Call Centre. Both appli-
cations were commissioned for routine operation at the beginning of 2006.

Based on the several marketing studies and the customers' satisfaction sur-
veys we have obtained results, which confirmed that changes in services were
made in favour of our clients, which appreciated them and appraised them
positively.



The objective of activities implemented in the year 2005 was to contribute to
a better awareness of customers. We have concentrated our efforts on pre-
senting the following topics: highlighting those natural gas qualities which
make it an environmentally-friendly energy carrier; advantages of its usage
compared to other competitive fuels; informing customers on changes in
services provided to individual customer segments; price adjustments; cus-
tomer centres; meter readings; products and services.

The participation of SPP a. s. in selected specialised exhibitions in the Slovak
Republic, as well as the organisation of events and workshops for each cus-
tomer segment, in order to present the most up-to-date information on new
natural gas-based technologies and inform customers of current affairs in SPP
a. s. legislation-related information, product and services offers were further
ways of openly approaching customers and business partners on the market.

In order to achieve the objectives set up in the Gas Trade Division strategy we
have been systematically developing products and services to be provided by
SPP a. s. to its customers, whereby the company wants to provide added value
to its customers on the liberalised  energy market.

The most widely and frequently used services were the technical consulting
services (especially in the field of rational use of natural gas and energy sav-
ings potential), as well as different information products and services (offer-
ing the complex technical information on gas industry, database GAS Infor-
mation System in Slovakia, periodical ISGS, brochures with technical focus and
information leaflets, etc.).
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These implemented pilot projects will be used not just as a reference for
other SPP a. s. clients, but also as a basis for the development of a method-
ology for further technical marketing projects, through which SPP a. s.
wishes to cooperate with its customers in order to provide them with a
solution and a guideline on how to improve the energy efficiency and/or
how to reduce their energy consumption. Using instruments and results
of technical consulting services offered by a team of technical experts, SPP
a. s. plans to create an environment for efficient saving of energy on indi-
vidual off-take sites operated by its clients.

In 2005, in the field of technical marketing SPP a. s. started to enhance its
professional skills through implementation of pilot projects, putting
under a single umbrella different fields of technical consulting (energy
audits in industrial plants, energy audits in the primary schools, project of
implementing new natural gas-based technologies - cogeneration, project
of heating with gas-fuelled infra-red heaters, project on utilisation of
waste heat from combustion products). Providing technical consulting
services through a team of its own technical experts, the company offers
customers technical information on the issue of efficient replacement of
solid fuel with natural gas in the production plants, reduction of energy
intensity of heating and preparation of hot domestic water, application of
the new forms of natural gas usage such as co-generation and the use of
natural gas for air-conditioning.

Marketing
leaflets
Energy savings



During the last year our customers and/or new applicants for connection
could use a new product, Plynoúver (Gas Credit), customised for the mass
market segment as the target group. Interest in the product and evalua-
tion of the product's performance on the market carried out last year tes-
tifies its success. The product has been created in cooperation of SPP and
Slovenská sporitelňa. It is focused on the creation of an enhanced environ-
ment supporting the funding of costs associated with the connection of
new households to the grid. It appeals primarily to a group of existing cus-
tomers in order to help them rationalise their use of natural gas through
a privilege loan used for the reconstruction of gas appliances or their
replacement with new models, with better performance and higher effi-
ciency of natural gas consumption.

As a part of the Programme of Certified Partners of SPP a. s. we have
increased the number of our certified market partners in the Slovak
Republic. In the specific regions they provide our customers with the fol-
lowing services: engineering works, mechanic works, installation and serv-
icing of natural gas-based appliances and equipment. We recommend to
our customers the verified, reliable companies, whose employees we train
in our premises and then certify them.
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Prices for natural gas deliveries to households were agreed by ÚRSO. The year
2005 was marked by the high volatility of oil prices on the world markets.
These external changes that SPP a. s. could not influence had an adverse
impact on the company's economic performance, which was reflected in
higher natural gas purchase costs already in the first half-year of 2005.
SPP a. s. had to respond to such an unfavourable trend and thus the company
filed with ÚRSO a petition requesting the adjustment of natural gas prices for
households for the period of the fourth quarter of 2005, which ÚRSO did par-
tially approve.

Regulation

In 2005 all natural gas consumers, except households, became entitled to
freely choose their natural gas supplier. These consumers are eligible not just
to switch to another supplier, but partially also to negotiate the price and nat-
ural gas delivery contract terms for their own needs. These rights became
guaranteed as of January 1st, 2005, in accordance with the Law No. 656/2004,
Collection of Laws, on Energy Sector, and in line with the implementation of
EU Directive on rules for the internal market in natural gas.

The year 2005 was the last year of the first regulatory period. During this year
the Network Industries Regulatory Office (hereinafter referred to as ÚRSO)
regulated the maximum permitted revenues of SPP a. s. through revenues
from natural gas sales for directly regulated prices, but also for prices nego-
tiable with eligible consumers.
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In Slovakia natural gas is distributed through a network of pipelines with
different pressure levels, comprising a complex system of distribution
installations, mainly pressure reduction and regulation stations.

As of December 31, 2005 the
total length of distribution
pipelines reached 30 566 km.
Of the aggregate pipeline
length, 6304 km are high pres-
sure pipelines, and 24 262 km
are local networks, i.e. medium
and low pressure pipelines.
Currently the share of polyeth-
ylene gas pipelines and service
pipes in the entire distribution
network accounts for 38 %.

By December 31, 2005, from the
total number of 2891 munici-
palities in the Slovak Republic
the number of municipalities
connected to the gas grid was
2205, 76.3 % of which are
municipalities, inhabited by 94
% of the whole Slovak popula-
tion.

Natural Gas
Distribution
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The Slovak Gas Dispatch Centre carries out the control of SPP's distribution
network through its main control room in Bratislava and 4 monitoring cen-
tres. The dispatch control is supported by a control and monitoring system,
which allows the direct control and monitoring of the operation of the most
important gas installations. An integral part of the dispatch control is the net-
work balancing, which is required from the distribution network operator,
meaning maintenance of a permanent balance between the gas quantity
entering the distribution system, and the gas quantity taken from the distri-
bution system. The dispatch control and monitoring system plays an impor-
tant role in the solution of extraordinary and contingent situations that can
occur during the operation of the distribution network. The dispatch control
plays an indispensable and crucial role in the area of safety and uninterrupt-
ed natural gas distribution for gas consumers in the Slovak territory.
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The priorities of the distribution are reliable and safe deliveries of natural
gas. This goal is achieved through systemic control, maintenance and diag-
nostic activities. In order to determine the reliability and safety of gas
installations the company has developed a system for the monitoring of
technical condition of gas installations. The system allows an unbiased
prioritisation of rehabilitation on technical installations, and/or eventual-
ly preference on more frequent audits.

regulation of gas distribution activities, including the provision of the sup-
porting services. This new regulation method was set up for the period
2006 to 2009.

In the same year the Network Industries Regulatory Office approved tar-
iffs for connecting customers to the distribution network for the period
from 1st January 2006 until 31st December 2006.
In 2005 SPP a. s. has been preparing for the process of legal unbundling of
gas distribution activities, which will be completed in 2006. After
unbundling of the distribution network operator, the distribution of gas
will be carried out by SPP - Distribúcia, a. s.

In 2005 too was the rendering of natural gas distribution services for net-
work users an activity which had been in terms of prices and conditions
regulated by the Network Industries Regulatory Office. In 2005 the Net-
work Industries Regulatory Office developed a new framework for the

Legend:

Transmission network

Distribution network

Compressor station

DS - Delivery station

BMS - Border metering station

US - Underground storage 

Slovak Distribution Network:
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Already since the beginning of its operation back in 1972 the Slovak trans-
mission system has been operating as a reliable part of the international
transmission network continuously transporting natural gas from the
Russian Federation to countries of Central and Western Europe.

The Slovak parts of the transmission route have a length of almost 2.270
km. The Transmission System of SPP a. s., with its pipelines and 4 compres-
sor stations has transported all contracted quantities, and it is capable of
transporting further additional contracted volumes for both, existing as
well as future customers. The Slovak Transmission System, which is inter-
connected with the main European transmission systems, is ready to pro-
vide without interruption the safe and reliable service to the company's
industrial counterparts, such as Gazexport (Russian Federation), Verbund-
netz Gas, Wintershall (Germany), Transgas (Czech Republic), INA (Croatia),
and as well as Geoplin (Slovenia). The gas transport through the Transmis-
sion System is controlled from the Transmission Gas Dispatch Centre in
Nitra.

The actual transmitted volume in 2005 reached 81.3 billion m3. During
2005 the average daily transmission volume totalled 222.7 million m3.

Natural Gas
Transmission



In 2005, in the field of transmission system operation SPP a. s. has been deal-
ing with several projects designed to improve efficiency of activities within
the Transmission Division. The most important projects are the following: the
project of Automation and Remote Control of the Transmission System, which
resolves issues of remote control of the compressor stations from the Gas
Transit Dispatch Centre in Nitra; the project of hydraulic split of flows in direc-
tions towards Austria - Baumgarten and Czech Republic - Lanžhot, which
resolves the issue of different operation of the transmission system, and the
project of a higher compression ratio in the compressor station Veľké
Kapušany.

The services rendered by the transmission system have been already in 2005
governed by the new regulatory conditions imposed by the Law No.
656/2004, Collection of Laws, on Energy Sector, and the Law No. 658/2004,
Collection of Laws, on the Regulation of Network Industries.
In accordance with these laws the Networks Industries Regulatory Office
approved the prices, tariffs, and tariff conditions for the transmission of nat-
ural gas for new transmission network users for the period from January 1st,
2006 until December 31st, 2006.

For SPP a. s. the year 2005 has been a challenging year also in terms of a prepa-
ration of legal unbundling of the transmission system operations expected to
take place in 2006. Gas transmission after the legal unbundling of the trans-
mission system operator will be carried out by the company
SPP - Preprava, a. s.

* Until 2003 the values indicate the volumes transported via the transit 
system.

Year

Transmission

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

84.1 88.3 79.2 71.5 70.4 72.7 82.7 81.3

Development of the international transmission of natural gas: (in billion m3)*
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Legend:
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Employment Policy

We consider human capital to be the most important asset in the compa-
ny, which can either move it forward or hinder it. All activities of the
Human Resources Division in the field of training, remuneration and car-
ing about employees had one common purpose - employees' satisfaction
and their conviction that the company cares about them. To achieve this
we have used all forms of responsive, intelligible and plain communica-
tion with employees. One form was the implementation of SPP a. s.
Employees' Opinion Survey. Its purpose was to find out how employees
perceive the changed environment, and how it affects their performance
and efficiency in their day-to-day job. The survey response rate was 75.7 %.

Remuneration

In the field of remuneration the year 2005 brought a major change. SPP a.
s. has introduced uniform principles, procedures and rules applicable for
the whole company. The implementation of a new remuneration system
has completely overhauled the previous remuneration system, changing
also the technical terms used in the remuneration system, as well as the
scheme for the application of bonuses resulting in more performance ori-
entation.

Human Resources



Mobility Programme

Also in 2005, a project from the previous year - the mobility programme- was
continued in the same vein of caring about employees.

The process of SPP a. s. restructuring has affected many employees. Some of
them had to change their place of work due to organisational reasons, and
thus took advantage of the mobility programme, which compensates their
costs associated with such change. In 2005 this form of compensation has
been used by 212 employees.

Training

In 2005, in the field of training, we have focused on a continued building of
knowledge and skills of employees that were required in the context of ongo-
ing changes in the company. In parallel with that was running a project
focused on the preparation and development of the company's managers,
which in the format of training develops the skills that help managers to per-
form better, and that are at the same time in line with the company's needs.
A large part of the training efforts comprised training activities connected
with the implementation of such projects as SAP (System Applications and
Products), CIS (Customer Information System), GIS (Geographic Information
System), DIS (Distribution information system), etc.

In October 2005 a construction of the training simulator, the so-called "poly-
gon", which will be used for practical training of employees focusing on bet-
ter quality of their specialised and practical skills, was completed.
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Health Care

The prevention of occupational diseases, improvement of the health con-
dition and fitness of employees are the main objectives of a long-term
prevention and employees' health care programme. Under this pro-
gramme SPP a. s. provides to its staff preventive medical checks and fit-
ness recovery schemes.

In 2005 3 103 employees passed the preventive medical checks and 695
employees the fitness recovery schemes.

Average age of SPP a. s. employees as of 31.12.2005 was 43 years.

1 GED - General Education Diploma

Education profile of SPP a. s. employees as at 31. 12. 2005

Type of education Number of employees Number of employees in %

University graduates 1 180 24.0

Secondary GED1 2 268 46.1

Secondary education 1 424 29.0

Primary education 44 0.9

Total 4916 100

Age profile of SPP a. s. employees as at 31. 12. 2005

Age Number of employees Number of employees in %

up to 30 years 435 8.9

between 31 - 40 years 1 540 31.3

between 41 - 50 years 1 677 34.1

over 50 years 1 264 25.7

Total number of employees 4 916 100
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SPP a. s. is a major energy company with operations in the Slovak market.
Considering its large energy potential, the company is aware of the neces-
sity to carry out activities associated with environmental protection, safe-
ty of employees and protection of their health. SPP a. s. supports such poli-
cies by implementing appropriate principles in the area of operating safe-
ty and health protection in all its activities, as well as in the area of invest-
ment policy through the integration of environmental and safety compli-
ance aspects in investment activities, the procurement of goods and serv-
ices and the integration of environmental compliance issues in arrange-
ments with counter-parties.

In 2005 SPP a. s. went through the unbundling process preparation, mean-
ing an extensive transformation of processes, activities, responsibilities
and powers in the field of environment, safety at work and fire protection.
Simultaneously, the company has been running an optimisation of the
company's operations, applying processes that were also linked to the
implementation of environmental and safety-related activities.

Monitored Environmental Elements

Waste 
SPP a. s. handles approximately 50 types of waste product generated
through its operations, repairs, maintenance and cleaning in its gas sys-
tem facilities and technological installations.

The amount of waste produced in 2001 - 2005 (in tonnes)

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Total waste 12 509 11 121 7 390 6 190 17 333

Safety and Environmental Protection  



A higher volume of waste in 2005 is the direct result of changes in legisla-
tion, which altered the definition of the origin of waste produced through
servicing, cleaning and maintenance work.

Water Protection  
In the Slovak Republic, SPP a. s. belongs to the major consumers of ground
water used primarily as potable water. At the same time, it is a producer
of waste water and a company that handles hazardous substances.
SPP a. s. fulfils its obligations in line with applicable legislation that is
becoming increasingly strict, reflecting the demanding requirements for
water protection with regards to the adherence to limits of pollution in
waste water, as well as the safe handling of hazardous substances that
endanger the quality of surface and ground water, as well as soil.

Water consumption and waste water discharge 
development trend (in thousand m3)

Year Water consumption - suppliers Water consumption - ground water Discharges

2001 229 27 478.0

2002 213 45.9 493.7

2003 201.1 27.4 394.5

2004 185.0 36.23 360.7

2005 137.6 48.3 368.7 
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Air Protection  
The company generates air pollutant emissions such as nitrogen oxides
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), alkenes except methane, and unburned fuel
residues (Σ C). Emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2) and solid air pollutants are
negligible. SPP a. s. transmission system operations are obligatory partici-
pants of an emissions trade scheme. The company therefore continuously
monitors emissions of aforementioned gases and constantly works on
improving the system used for this purpose. Consequently, the company con-
tributes not just to the resolution of global problems, but by way of green-
house gas emissions trading it has an additional instrument for boosting its
financial capacity for solving further environmental problems.

Protection against Noise Pollution and Vibrations 
in the External Environment 
In 2005 SPP a. s. updated its Central Inventory of Noise Pollution Sources
(CINPS) covering individual regional centres. Of the total number of 1734  reg-
ulation stations, SPP a. s. has equipped 572 regulation stations with noise pol-
lution meters for out-door use. The measurements will be completed in 2007.
SPP a. s. also conducts noise pollution measurements and noise pollution sur-
veys in all compressor stations of the Transmission Division.

Emissions of basic pollutants and greenhouse gases (in tonnes)

Year CO NOx ΣC SO2 CH4

2001 497 4 334 290.9 1 13 934

2002 406 3 464 350 1.1 14 292

2003 348 3 336 356.1 0.8 11 958

2004 361 4 738 227.3 1.2 7 313

2005 367 3979 249.2 1.04 7 657



Environmental Information System - EIS
SPP a. s. continues to implement and update the Environmental Information
System (EIS) which follows the revised legislation and encompasses addition-
al functionalities arising from it. EIS serves as an on-line collection, administra-
tion, archiving, maintenance, distribution of data and the presentation of
information about the condition of the natural environment in SPP a. s. EIS is
used as a platform for the internal and external communication of this infor-
mation throughout the company.

Production of green-house gases calculated as CO2 equivalent (in tonnes)
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Safety and Health Protection at Work
The right of SPP a. s. employees for their safety at work (life and health) is
applied via organised systems in the area of health and safety, which
include above all, general safety at work, safety of technical equipment,
prescribed working conditions, work hygiene and fire protection. The aim
of caring for health and safety at work (HASW) in SPP a. s. is to create basic
conditions for a safe working environment, elimination or reduced occur-
rence of industrial injuries, occupational diseases and other impairments
to health caused by work.

The HASW management model in SPP a. s. is focused mainly on the pre-
vention and foreseeing of negative situations, and covers all areas of

activities carried out by the company. A qualification for its application is
the compliance with regulations in the framework of the changing legal
environment and corporate restructuring. One instrument widely used is
the planned, focused and multifaceted performance of controlling activi-
ties, verification of outputs, and adopting counter-measures.

SPP a. s. naturally considers issues of environmental protection and HASW
to be a part of its corporate policy of equal value. The company is at the
same time aware of the fact that a polluted environment does not gene-
rate profit, but on the contrary, reduces it. Funds spent for environmental
protection and health and safety at work will always prove beneficial for
the economic performance of the whole company.
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Hardware and technological upgrades (technical policy) are the basic pre-
requisites for the development of any company. Therefore, SPP a. s., in
order to develop in a healthy direction, needs to focus its maximum
efforts in this field.

At SPP a. s. the tasks of the Research & Development programme are
determined by the subject of activities and the gas industry development
concept, including the company's business activities. These mainly include
the following:

1. Reliability and safety of natural gas transmission

2. Reliability and safety of natural gas distribution to customers

3. Expansion of the gas network and development of sales

4. Hardware upgrades

5. Better economic efficiency

6. Lower consumption

7. Standardisation of activities

For the most part, the technical activities are of an innovative nature, and
the prevailing aspect of their management should be the elimination of
routine elements. This innovative approach of dealing with technical
issues is extremely demanding in terms of the quality of involved staff, as
well as material and technical support. Achieving positive results in this
field is a time-consuming exercise, requiring extensive co-operation and
management of all technical skills in the company.

The main activities focused on in 2005 were the solution objectives under
the resposibility of Distribution Division and Transmission Division as well
as joint development tasks.

In the area of Distribution Division tasks one can evaluate as the most sig-
nificant a set of tasks focused on producing daily load curves for selected
consumer groups from the following segments: medium consumers,
small consumers and households, according to the external temperature;
as well as the creation of a methodology for using these curves for the bal-
ancing of the Slovak distribution network in such a way as to be accept-
able to the Network industries Regulatory Office; and forecasting the nat-
ural gas consumption depending on the possible development of key fac-
tors that affect the overall consumption of natural gas, or the consump-
tion per individual natural gas off-take category.

Another key task was the active corrosion protection of steel low-pressure
and medium-pressure pipelines in regions with high density of buried
installations in order to design and optimise a system of active corrosion
protection within urban developments, where the commonly used sys-
tems of active corrosion protection applied on high pressure pipelines can-
not be applied directly due to the dissimilar structure of the gas pipeline
system and the possible unwanted intrusion with third-party buried
installations. Another important factor is the minimisation of operating
costs while simultaneously meeting corrosion control requirements.

Research and Development 



In the area of Transmission Division tasks, a set of tasks focused on the
optimisation of operating safety and reliability of existing installations
and technology used in compressor stations is considereds most signifi-
cant. One can mention such examples as the optimised alternative solu-
tions of the natural gas inlet pipe in connection with the dry seal in turbo-
fans currently in machines CR 27 MW (Cooper Rolls), as well as the auto-
mated gas pressure difference regulation in the stopper.

The set of tasks dedicated to the identification of the remaining part of
the service-life of high-pressure pipelines and their components, and the
improvement of the reliability and extension of the service life of the
transmission system piping requires similar focus. The expected outcome
should be a comprehensive set of data on existing transmission system
pipelines, a draft version of a multifaceted database, and a system for the
evaluation of remaining service-life of standing pipelines, making it possi-
ble to optimise costs of further operation maintenance as well as conti-
nued development of networks for a potential increase of transmission
system shipping capacities.

In the area of joint development projects, we have inplemented among
other projects - electricity and heat generating system based on innovat-
ed co-generation units with gas-operated engines, which would cover
energy generation in a comprehensive way, including the generation of
cold for technology processes in the Mill and Pasta Producing Plant
(Mlynárensko-cestovinárenský kombinát) in Spišská Nová Ves.

Another project is the Research and Preparation of Operation of Stirling
engines, classified as one of the micro-cogeneration projects with the pos-
sibility of using different types of fuel, including natural gas. So far, this is
the only installation of such a unit in Slovakia.

Results of these projects will be used to create a database of knowledge
for setting up and preparing similar projects in order to expand the oppor-
tunity for the possible sales of natural gas combined with guaranteed
long-term stability of natural gas off-take.
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For several years the SPP a. s. has been supporting the concept of proa-
ctive and creative community service.

Sponsoring activities 

In 2005 too SPP a. s. acted as a strong partner in sports, mainly through
supporting the national Slovak speed canoeing team; as a general promo-
tion partner of Olympics winners in speed canoeing - the crew Peter and
Pavol Hochschorner; as well as the main promotion partner of K4 - the
four canoes. SPP a. s. has also been a general sponsor of the Slovak Para-
lympics Committee, and the main sponsor of the Slovak Ice Hockey Feder-
ation. Additionally, the company co-sponsored the International Dog Sled
Championship, which is organised every year in Donovaly.

In 2005 too SPP a. s. followed the motto: Ones that are stronger shall help
those that are weaker. This motto is derived from the tradition of open-
ness and solidarity. In the environment where it carries out its business,
the company responds to the community needs.

Last but not least, SPP a. s. has already been acting in the field of culture,
as a general sponsor of internationally renowned event Bratislava Music
Festival, which is annually attended by top-performing artists from
numerous countries around the world.

SPP Foundation   

SPP a. s. is aware of its share of responsibility for the status and develop-
ment of our society. Therefore, in 2002, SPP a. s. founded the SPP Founda-
tion, which receives part of the income tax paid by SPP a. s. and uses the
latter to provide donations to charity, philanthropic and community ser-
vice projects. The purpose of this is to support building of the civic society
and to help people that are in a difficult life situation.

SPP Foundation has been the largest beneficiary of this type of support in
2005 in Slovakia. SPP Foundation distributed the received funds to 513 enti-
ties, sponsoring their community service projects. The Foundation has
supported 271 individuals (of which 126 were undergraduate students),
124 NGOs, 35 schools, 20 local governments, 20 state organisations,
12 projects of social services providing houses, six business entities, four
museums, two universities and two hospitals.

SPP Foundation has been developing its activities in the following five 
priority areas:

1. Development and support of education;
2. Development and protection of cultural values;
3. Support and protection of handicapped children and youth, support

of disadvantaged community groups;
4. Health protection
5. Support of activities of SPP a. s. employees.

Community Service and Sponsoring of Sport



Development and support
of education 

In the field of development
and support of education
the SPP Foundation has
implemented the scholar-
ship grant scheme Hlavička.
Through this programme,
during the academic year
2004/2005, the SPP Founda-
tion has provided scholar-
ship grants to 126 talented
undergraduate students,
who are in a difficult social
situation, and helped them
to continue their training in
better conditions.

SPP Foundation has supported several education-oriented activities, such as
the Slovak Association of Community Foundations project, through which the
Foundation helped 81 young people to enhance their capacity to proactively
influence and improve their community environment in nine Slovak cities.
Moreover, the SPP Foundation has supported 106 youth projects, e. g. the
music festival, student movie shows, student theatre performances etc.

Development and protection of cultural values

In cooperation with its founder SPP a. s. and the Slovak Ministry of Culture, the
SPP Foundation supports renovation of cultural monuments in Slovakia. The
programme Let Us Renovate Our House is designed to resolve issues of sys-
tematic support of national cultural monuments. The project is used to fund
protection, renovation and restoration of those monuments.

Through its SKK 18.3 million contribution, SPP Foundation helped to renovate
6 cultural monuments in Slovakia.

In addition to these contributions, the Foundation supported a youth theatre
GunaGu, which this year celebrated the 20th anniversary of its establishment.
In 2005 it also sponsored the major event in the field of music in Slovakia -
Bratislava Music Festival.

Support and protection of children and youth with handicaps, supporting dis-
advantaged population groups

SPP Foundation is aware of the fact that the attitude of any society towards
handicapped fellow citizens is an important indicator of its maturity. There-
fore, the Foundation supported 55 NGO and governmental organisation pro-
jects from the grant programme Space. These projects provide innovative
forms of care to children and young people with different types and degrees
of handicaps.

One of the partnership
organisations in this field
was the Slovak Paralympics
Committee. More than
twelve thousand people sup-
ported the idea of Para-
lympics through their parti-
cipation in the 3rd annual
campaign On Wheelchair
against Cancer.
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Health Protection

In the field of health protection the SPP Foundation has sponsored a non-
investment fund Small Golden Key in the 1st Children and Youth Clinics. It
has also purchased the dialysis equipment with plasmophoretic module
for the Children and Youth Clinics in the Medical Faculty of the University
of Pavol Jozef Šafárik in Košice that helps to treat children with chronic
failure of kidneys in the whole East Slovakian region.

In the field of charity
activities SPP Founda-
tion supports the imple-
mentation of the
matching programme
Let Us Join In, designed
to support public
fundraising activities
for non-governmental
organisations operating
in the fields of social,
health and environ-
mental sector.

Relief provided during extraordinary crisis situations 

During the previous year SPP a. s., together with SPP Foundation, has
shown that they can promptly respond to extraordinary situations both in
their domestic country, as well as elsewhere in the world. SPP Foundation
has donated SKK one million for relieving the consequences of the natural
disaster in High Tatras, and SKK three million  to the organisation People
in Peril Association, which actively helps victims of the tsunami in Indone-
sia and Sri Lanka.

Support of employees activities 

SPP a. s. cares about its employees and therefore in 2005, through SPP
Foundation, the company actively helped their employees to raise funds
for any community service projects they are involved in during their own
leisure time. SPP Foundation has supported 20 sport and 5 cultural events,
reconstruction of 5 playgrounds and 2 sport facilities, and the purchase of
books for libraries in two municipalities. For example, because of aid pro-
vided by SPP Foundation 32 members from fostering families participated
in relaxation weekends. SPP Foundation has also supported 4 training pro-
grammes focused on the preservation of traditional skills, reconstruction
of the local wire radio in the municipality Úbež, issuing publication in the
municipality Tušická Nová Ves, establishment of a shelter for abandoned
animals in Trnava and also a building of a Tourist Information Centre in the
municipality Pavčina Lehota.
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Equity holdings - securities and shares in equity holdings with 
controlling or significant influence

1. SPP-distribúcia a. s., Bratislava
2. SPP-preprava a. s., Bratislava
3. Nafta a. s., Gbely
4. SPP Bohemia a. s., Prague, Czech Republic
5. Pozagas a. s., Malacky
6. Geoterm Košice a. s., Košice
7. Slovgeoterm a. s., Bratislava
8. InterKvet s. r. o., Bratislava 
9. Probugas a. s., Bratislava
10. InfoGas a. s., Bratislava
11. Prvá paroplynová spoločnosť a. s., Bratislava
12. SPP-aktíva a. s., Bratislava

Equity Holdings - marketable securities 
and other interests

1. Galantaterm s. r. o., Galanta
2. Energotel a. s., Bratislava

Equity Holdings - marketable securities 
and other interests abroad

1. Severomoravská plynárenská a. s., Ostrava, Czech Republic
2. Východočeská plynárenská  a. s., Hradec Králové, Czech Republic

SPP Foundation

Equity Holdings
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Profit and Loss Statement (in SKK million) (using methodology applicable in the Slovak Republic  as of December 31, 2005)

Actual figures Year 2005 Year 2004 Year 2003

Revenues from production activities 88 365 75 854 76 722

Other operating revenues 3 071 2 459 4 091

Total operating revenues 91 436 78 313 80 813

Production consumption 53 129 40 651 44 546

Staff costs 3 086 3 305 3 023

Taxes, charges and other operating expenses 5 828 3 780 4 452

Depreciation of tangible and intangible fixed assets 4 385 4 713 4 706

Total operating costs 66 428 52 449 56 727

Operating profit or loss 25 008 25 864 24 086

Financial revenues 1 610 2 316 3 064

Financial expenses 977 958 1 535

Profit/loss from financial operations 633 1 358 1 529

Extraordinary revenues 0 0 86

Extraordinary expenses 0 2 20

Profit/loss from extraordinary activities before tax 0 -2 66

Profit  before taxation 25 641 27 220 25 681

Income taxes 5 078 5 627 5 231

Profit  after taxation 20 563 21 593 20 450



Balance Sheet (using methodology applicable in the Slovak Republic as of December 31, 2005) 

Actual figures Balance as of 31.12. 2005 Balance as of 31.12. 2004 Balance as of 31.12. 2003

NNoonn--ccuurrrreenntt  aasssseettss 54 577 56 696 58 929

Tangible fixed assets 48 780 50 721 53 044

Intangible fixed assets 1 345 1 228 1 201

Long term financial investments 4 452 4 747 4 684

CCuurrrreenntt  aasssseettss 43 377 47 368 50 535

Inventories 8 759 7 701 6 625

Short-term and long-term receivables 10 196 13 974 18 232

Financial investments 24 422 25 693 25 678

OOtthheerr  aasssseettss 37 37 61

Total assets 97 991 104 101 109 525

EEqquuiittyy 82 953 82 085 78 826

Registered capital 52 287 52 287 52 287

Other capital funds 316 578 303

Legal reserve fund  9 787 7 627 5 582

Other funds from profits 0 0 204

Profit/loss for current accounting period 20 563 21 593 20 450

LLiiaabbiilliittiieess 14 069 22 005 30 528

Provisions 5 039 2 706 1 563

Short-term and long-term liabilities 9 030 17 780 18 805

Bank loans and financial assistance 0 1 519 10 160

OOtthheerr  lliiaabbiilliittiieess 969 11 171

Total equity and liabilities 97 991 104 101 109 525
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Cash flow in a condensed form (in SKK million)

Actual figures Year 2005 Year 2004 Year 2003

Profit/loss from ordinary activities before taxation by income tax 25 641 27 222 25 615

Operating activities

Non cash transactions 6 058 5 185 2 254

Working capital movements -4 475 1 037 -3 536

Interest received 682 1 467 1 388

Interest paid -46 -847 -897

Income tax paid -5 621 -5 841 -5 026

Other items - - 11

Net cash flow from operations 22 239 28 223 19 809

Cash flow from investment activities

Expenditures for acquisition of intangible and tangible non current assets -3 089 -2 054 -3 683

Expenditures for acquisition of  non current financial assets - -20 -2

Dividends and other profit sharing received 678 243 127

Other items 311 84 95

Net cash flow from investment activity -2 100 -1 747 - 3463

Financing activities

Cash flows in equity - - -

Proceeds from/repayment of borrowings received -1 604 -8 265 -778

Dividends paid and other profit sharing -19 291 -18 481 -7 592

Other items -65 9 54

Net cash flow from financial activities -20 960 -26 737 -8 316

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents -821 -261 8 030

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the accounting period 23 236 23 473 15 444

FX rate gains/losses for cash and cash equivalents -49 24 -1

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the accounting period 22 366 23 236 23 473
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Independent
Auditor´s
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS (DATA SELECTED) 31 December 2005, 31 December 2004 and 31 december 2003 (Millions of Sk)

31 December 2005 31 December 2004 31 December 2003

ASSETS

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Property, plant and equipnent 53 056 56 130 58 212

Investments accounted for using equity method 5 442 4 640 3 399

Investments in securities 943 952 963

Intangible and other assets 1 349 224 243

Deferred tax asset 682 663 1 116

Total non-current assets 61 472 62 609 63 933

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 44 200 39 564 40 646

TOTAL ASSETS 105 672 102 173 104 579

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

Registered capital 52 287 52 287 52 287

Reserves 10 238 7 727 5 662

Retained earnings 23 403 23 433 20 349

Equity attributable to equity holders of SPP 85 928 83 447 78 298

Minority interests of other owners of subsidiaries 2 340 1 929 1 662

TOTAL EQUITY 88 268 85 376 79 960

Total non-current liabilities 6 095 6 076 6 222

Total current liabilities 11 309 10 721 18 397

TOTAL LIABILITIES 17 404 16 797 24 619

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 105 672 102 173 104 579



CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF PROFIT AND LOSS (DATA SELECTED) Years ended 31 December 2005, 31 December 2004 and 31 December 2003 (Millions of Sk)

Year ended 31 December 2005 Year ended 31 December 2004 Year ended 31 December 2003

Total revenues 87 029 75 935 78 137

Total operating expenses - 60 177 - 49 128 - 55 053

Operating profit 26 852 26 807 23 084

Income from investments 1 583 3 699 2 402

Finance costs - 293 - 389 - 527

Profit before taxation 28 142 30 117 24 959

Taxation - 6 263 - 6 255 - 5 037

Profit for the period 21 879 23 862 19 922

Profit attributable to:

Shareholders of SPP 21 277 23 592 20 200

Minority interests of other owners of subsidiaries 602 270 - 278

Total 21 879 23 862 19 922

Earnings per share (in Sk) 407 451 386
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY (DATA SELECTED) 
Years ended 31 December 2005 and 31 December 2004 (Millions of Sk)

Equity Minority
Foreign attribut Interests

currency able to of other
Legal Other translation Retained shareholders owners of

Capital reserve funds reserve earnings of SPP subsidiaries Total

At 31 December 2003 52 287 5 599 6 57 20 349 78 298 1 662 79 960

Net profit for the period - - - - 23 592 23 592 270 23 862

Dividends paid - - - - - 18 481 - 18 481 -3 - 18 484

Allocation of profit - 2 045 - - - 2 045 - - -

Settlement of statutory loss - - 18 - - 18 - - -

Movement in foreign currency translation reserve - - - 38 - 38 - 38

At 31 December 2004 52 287 7 626 6 95 23 433 83 447 1 929 85 376

Net profit for the period - - - - 21 277 21 277 602 21 879

Dividends paid - - - - - 19 291 -19 291 - 191 - 19 482

Allocation of profit - 2 209 - - - 2 209 - - -

Amortisation of negative goodwill - - - - 183 183 - 183

Movement in foreign currency translation reserve - - - 95 - 95 - 95

Other - - 207 - 10 217 - 217

At 31 December 2005 52 287 9 835 213 190 23 403 85 928 2 340 88 268
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1. SPP has implemented Compliance Programme ensuring a non-dis-
criminative conduct as referred to in Article 43, paragraph 7 of Energy
Law No. 656/2004, Coll., as amended by further regulations.

2. The Compliance Programme sets forth the following measures:

(a) Obligations ensuring independence of the Distribution 
System Operator from other activities unrelated to gas 
distribution;

(b) Obligations ensuring a non-discriminatory approach in the 
promulgation of information;

(c) Obligations ensuring a non- discriminatory approach in 
access and connection to the distribution network, and 
operation of the distribution network of SPP a. s.;

(d) Obligations ensuring the promulgation of the Programme, its
monitoring and regular reporting;

(e) Existing and temporary measures.

3. SPP's Compliance Officer has not found any breach of any of the
measures listed in the Compliance Programme.

Statement of adherence of SPP a. s. as a Distribution
System Operator in 2005 to the Compliance Programme 

4. SPP has maintained the Compliance Program during the year 2005 
that has ensured the following:

(a) All employees of the Distribution System Operator were 
educated about the Compliance Programme measures 
through training;

(b) The company has adopted internal procedures facilitating 
the introduction of and adherence to the Compliance 
Programme measures;

(c) The fulfilment of the Compliance Programme, which ensured
a non-discriminatory conduct of the Distribution System 
Operator;

(d) The fulfilment of the Compliance Program has been 
reviewed regularly.

In Bratislava Signed by:

16.2.2006
……………………………..
Ing. Milan Kachút
The Compliance Officer 
of the Distribution Sys-
tem Operator, SPP a. s.
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1. SPP a. s. has implemented a Compliance Programme ensuring the
non-discriminatory conduct as referred to in Article 41, paragraph 7 of
Energy Law. No. 656/2004 Coll., as amended by further regulations.

2. The Compliance Programme sets forth the following measures:

(a) Specific obligations of employees to meet the objective of 
non-discrimination;

(b) Specific obligations ensuring a non-discriminative access to 
the transmission network of SPP a. s.;

(c) Measures to enforce the programme;

(d) Effective monitoring and regular reporting.

3. The Compliance Officer has not found any breach of the measures 
listed in the Compliance Programme.

4. In 2005, SPP a. s. as the Transmission System Operator has
implemented the Compliance Programme that has ensured the 

following:

(a) The company has adopted internal mechanisms for ensuring 
a non-discriminatory conduct in accordance with the respec-
tive applicable legislation;

(b) The Compliance Programme has been regularly reviewed in 
order to keep it up-to-date and to ensure it meets the 
requirements imposed by the respective applicable
legislation.

In Bratislava Signed by:

16.2.2006
……………………………..
Ing. Milan Sedláček
The Compliance Officer 
of the Transmission Sys-
tem Operator - SPP a. s.

Statement of adherence of SPP a. s. as a Transmission
System Operator in 2005 to the Compliance Programme
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